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SUEZ AND BOUYGUES CONSTRUCTION SIGN A WORLDWIDE PARTNERSHIP AGREEMENT
TO DEVELOP INNOVATIVE SOLUTIONS FOR SUSTAINABLE AND SMART CITIES
SUEZ and Bouygues Construction have signed a worldwide Memorandum of Understanding for an initial period of
three years, covering the design and development of new solutions to optimise resource management and to
favour more sustainable building and the circular economy.
By 2030, the planet will have 9 billion inhabitants, 60% of whom will live in urban environments and about 40 megacities with more than 10 million inhabitants. In a world where resources are becoming increasingly scarce, their
sustainable management is one of the key challenges of the 21st century.
The city needs to be reinvented to reduce its energy and water consumption, to establish a virtuous circular economy
particularly with regard to the recovery of waste, to improve transportation, to integrate more and more connected
buildings and neighbourhoods, and to give a greater place to nature in order to ensure a better quality of life and a
lower ecological footprint.
Drawing on the expertise of both groups for more sustainable construction
Faced with these challenges and issues, SUEZ is providing know-how in water supply, water treatment, construction,
recycling and recovery to develop urban projects.
Environment and sustainable building are at the heart of Bouygues Construction’s strategy. It is an expert in the
development of eco-neighbourhoods, from the design phase to assistance for users and residents, through new
services introduced in France and internationally.
The two groups are already working together on a number of projects, including the construction of the Fort d’IssyVanves-Clamart metro station forming part of the Grand Paris Express. In collaboration, they have devised innovative
solutions intended to optimise the management and traceability of excavated site materials.
A worldwide partnership that will promote the circular economy for the benefit of the city
The worldwide partnership signed between SUEZ and Bouygues Construction will take this collaborative approach
further, sharing the expertise and the forward-looking vision of the two groups to ensure the development of
innovative solutions through new joint offers, in line especially with the circular economy.
In particular, this collaboration will cover waste recovery and recycled materials, water treatment and management,
the development of on-site logistics solutions, local resource circuits, decentralised solutions for cities and econeighbourhoods and the development of public-private partnerships.
Jean-Louis Chaussade, CEO of SUEZ, commented: “This agreement represents a new chapter in the history of the two
groups. We have already pooled our expertise in some emblematic projects, such as the recovery of construction
waste from the first construction site of the Grand Paris Express, or the design of the first connected protective
equipment that improves the safety of operators. Today, we are rising to the challenges of urbanisation and the
circular economy by stepping up our efforts in favour of a virtuous construction industry and the development of
resourceful cities.”
Philippe Bonnave, Chairman and CEO of Bouygues Construction, added: “Meeting the environmental challenge of
more virtuous resource management will be the priority of the partnership between our two groups. We will achieve
this through our long experience of successful collaborations, both in France and internationally, which have enabled
us to co-construct innovative solutions to serve our customers. The environmental emergency we all face today is now
urging us to go further and draw on our respective expertise so that we can jointly propose disruptive solutions to
achieve better recovery of resources.”

Bouygues Construction
Bouygues Construction is a global player in construction, with operations in more than 80 countries. It designs, builds and operates
projects in the sectors of building, infrastructure and industry. As a responsible and committed leader in sustainable construction,
Bouygues Construction sees innovation as its primary source of added value: this is “shared innovation” that benefits its customers
at the same time as improving its productivity and the working conditions of its 50,100 employees. In 2016, Bouygues Construction
generated sales of €11.8 billion.
SUEZ
We are in the era of the resource revolution. In a world facing high demographic growth, runaway urbanisation and the scarcity of
natural resources, securing, optimising and renewing resources is essential for our future. SUEZ (Paris: SEV, Brussels: SEVB) delivers
wastewater treatment services to 58 million people and reuses 882 million m3 of wastewater. SUEZ also recovers 16.9 million tons of
waste a year, produces 3.9 million tons of secondary raw materials and 7 TWh of local renewable energy. Finally, SUEZ avoids 9.5
MtCO2e GHG emissions for its customers. With 83,921 employees, SUEZ is present on five continents and is a key player in the
circular economy for the sustainable management of resources. SUEZ generated total revenues of 15.3 billion euros in 2016.
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